Capture and re-entrainment of microdroplets on fibers.
The capture of liquid microdroplets on fibers, webs, and surfaces is important in a range of natural and industrial processes. One such application is the fibrous filtration of aerosols. Contact angle and wetting dynamics have a significant influence on capture and re-entrainment, yet there is no comprehensive model that accounts for these properties and their influence on capture efficiency. In this study, a series of computational simulations using liquid droplets and air are carried out to investigate the influence of equilibrium and dynamic contact angles on the capture and re-entrainment of mist droplets. A range of operating conditions for droplet-fiber diameter ratios, flow velocities, and contact angles, encapsulating both super-oleophilic and super-oleophobic media, are considered. All simulations are carried out using the volume of fluid (VOF) interface capturing approach in the finite volume solver interFoam within OpenFOAM. The physics of microdroplet impacting on a fiber is discussed and three distinct regimes for the spreading of the droplet around the fiber-inertia, capillary, and stagnation pressure controlled-are identified. It was found that the classification of filtration media for any fluid system, rather broadly as philic or phobic, based on the equilibrium contact angle alone may be insufficient for two reasons: (i) the characteristics of droplet-fiber interaction, including capture or re-entrainment, differs significantly over the range of contact angles for both philic and phobic media; and more importantly (ii) equilibrium contact angle plays little role in the initial stages of the droplet-fiber interaction that predominantly dictates the fate of the droplet. On the contrary, it is the contact angle dynamics that influences the initial stages of droplet impact on fibers, while commercial filters are seldom characterized based on this property. The isolated influence of equilibrium, advancing and receding contact angles on the potential mechanisms that can result in full or partial capture or re-entrainment are highlighted. The influence of equilibrium and advancing and receding hystereses are summarized in the form of a capture-regime map that shows four distinct regimes: (i) likely capture, (ii) likely re-entrainment with minimal or no capture, (iii) receding contact angle assisted partial or full capture, and (iv) advancing contact angle inhibited partial or full re-entrainment.